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Momentum slowing as tighter credit looms and listings increase
CoreLogic’s House Price Index (HPI), which is the most complete and robust measure of property value
change in the market, today showed nationwide values continued to increase. Nationally, property
values were up 1.8% over November, albeit at a slower rate than October (2.1%).
The November reading shows a return to the trend of gradually easing property value growth, which has
been in play since April this year, but was disrupted by the bounce in values in October. In fact, the
annual growth rate trimmed back to 28.4% at the end of November, down from 28.8% at the end of
October. This is the first time the annual rate of appreciation has dropped since August 2020 when the
market stalled following the first COVID-19 forced lockdown in April and May of 2020.
CoreLogic NZ Head of Research Nick Goodall said “This slowdown reflects the natural loss in momentum
after an extended period of strong growth, which has led to a deterioration in affordability, further
impacted by rising interest rates and tighter credit conditions.
“Looking ahead to 2022, this slowing momentum is likely to continue, especially with further tightening
of credit. Fewer owner occupiers are able to secure high-LVR loans since 1 November, and from 1
December changes to the Credit Contract and Consumer Finance Act (CCCFA), which brings greater
scrutiny of a potential borrowers’ expenses and ability to repay their loan, will further limit the amount
of lending written by banks.
“Add in the continued upwards trajectory of mortgage interest rates and some banks already
implementing debt-to-income limits and it’s clear that demand for residential property will be
negatively impacted as we head into summer,” says Mr Goodall.
Meanwhile, rising listings volumes are also set to act as a headwind for property value growth. While on
a nationwide basis there are still fewer properties available than at the same time in the last two years,
the opposite is true in some regions. The lift in advertised stock levels is most acute in both the wider
Wellington region and the Manawatu-Whanganui region, where there are 30% and 33% respectively,
more properties for sale now, than the same time in 2020. Both the Hawke’s Bay (+22%), and to a lesser
degree Southland (+2%), regions also have more properties on the market than this time last year.
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Mr Goodall says this steep recent increase is not a reflection of an unusually high amount of properties
being newly listed for sale, as the flow of new listings remains consistent with prior years, but is a result
of fewer properties selling as buyers become less willing or able to pay the prices being asked by
vendors.
“At this stage vendors aren’t adjusting their price expectations, which leads to somewhat of a standoff
as properties take longer to sell. The likely outcome will be seen in either downwards price adjustments
from vendors or more properties being withdrawn from the market without selling,” Mr Goodall said.
The November HPI reveals most main centres saw a reduction in the monthly growth rate, with Dunedin
the only city to see an increase, from 1.6% in October to 1.9% in November.
National and Main Centres (Source: CoreLogic)
Change in property values
Month

Quarter

Annual

Average
Value

New Zealand

1.8%

5.4%

28.4%

$987,401

Auckland

1.5%

4.9%

25.7%

$1,402,845

Hamilton

0.9%

10.0%

30.5%

$861,119

Tauranga

2.1%

9.2%

35.8%

$1,114,481

Wellington

1.0%

4.7%

33.5%

$1,114,979

Christchurch

3.7%

10.0%

35.5%

$719,493

Dunedin

1.9%

3.6%

21.8%

$696,009

Property values in our largest city, Auckland, grew by a further 1.5% in November, although the annual
rate of growth did slow slightly to 25.7% (from 26.3% in October). The average property value in
Auckland has now surpassed $1.4m for the first time. Listings in Auckland remain -26% below the same
time last year.
The average property value in Tauranga has now moved past $1.1m after rising a further 2.1% over
November. The annual rate of growth appears to have plateaued at 35.8%, a record level, the same as
at the end of October. Listings in Tauranga remain in short supply, tracking -11% below the same time
last year.
Value growth in Hamilton further slowed over the month (+0.9%), however the quarterly rate of growth
strengthened to 10.0%. Monthly value growth has been relatively mixed over the last six months in
Hamilton, which indicates a certain degree of uncertainty in the market, perhaps reflective of a
previously strong investor presence who are now faced with doubts on both current (yield) and future
(capital growth) profitability. Listings in Hamilton are 8% above the same time last year.
In Christchurch, the quarterly rate of growth also hit 10.0% at the end of November – a record high.
Similarly, the annual rate of growth (35.5%) broke the previous months’ all-time record. The average
property value in the Garden City has now broken the $700,000 dollar barrier for the first time. Listings
in Christchurch remain -25% below the same time last year.

The annual rate of value growth (21.8%) in Dunedin dipped away from October to November, however
the market is still growing (+1.9% over November). There are 24% more properties listed for sale in
Dunedin than a year ago.
Property value growth in Wellington City has slowed on all measures however values still increased by
1.0% over November. Wellington City has 15% more properties on the market today than it did a year
ago.
Provincial Centres by annual growth (Source: CoreLogic)
Change in property values
Average Value
TA

Month

Quarter

Annual

Rotorua

0.9%

4.4%

17.8%

$672,536

Nelson

2.1%

5.2%

24.2%

$846,680

Invercargill

1.7%

4.4%

24.6%

$461,111

New Plymouth

4.2%

5.4%

27.1%

$691,104

Gisborne

2.7%

5.7%

27.4%

$633,155

Whangarei

1.5%

6.5%

27.6%

$778,940

Porirua

0.2%

3.2%

30.6%

$984,219

Palmerston North

1.3%

2.3%

31.8%

$741,896

Queenstown

4.0%

14.1%

33.3%

$1,587,469

Upper Hutt

3.3%

4.4%

34.7%

$931,533

Kapiti Coast

1.0%

5.9%

36.6%

$973,551

Hastings

1.0%

5.9%

37.5%

$862,843

Napier

0.8%

5.8%

37.6%

$875,188

Lower Hutt

0.9%

6.0%

37.9%

$996,697

Whanganui

3.8%

5.0%

39.8%

$548,463

Diversity in property market conditions is evident throughout the other main urban areas.
Property value growth in Queenstown continues to accelerate, despite an average value approaching
$1.6m. Positivity regarding the borders re-opening may be contributing to renewed confidence in the
tourism hotbed. Listings in Queenstown also remain very low, -36% below the same time last year,
which will be contributing to the persistent growth in property values.
None of the other main urban areas included here have an average value above $1m, though both
Lower Hutt (996k), and Porirua ($984k) are inching closer after 0.9% and 0.2% growth respectively.
Similarly, Kapiti Coast has an average value in the high $900s ($973k) after a further 1.0% growth in
November.
Listing volumes around the Wellington region have increased beyond previous years, with Lower Hutt
(+71%) and Upper Hutt (+62%) in particular seeing a lot more available supply than last year. In Porirua
there are 40% more properties available for sale than a year ago, while on the Kapiti Coast there are
12% more properties.

Both Napier (58%) and Palmerston North (54%), also have significantly more properties available for
sale today than they did a year ago.
Mr Goodall said “These areas where supply has materially increased recently may see reduced price
growth in the coming months and the diverse conditions across the country illustrate the potential for
mixed performances as potential buyers negotiate the tighter credit conditions noted earlier.”
As the Reserve Bank has forecast, the official cash rate is likely to continue its upward trajectory
(currently 0.75% after lifting 0.25% last week) throughout 2022, which will flow through to mortgage
interest rate rises, further reducing the capacity of would-be-buyers to pay “yesterday’s prices”.
“With a strongly performing economy and low unemployment, assisted by significant government
support, we don’t expect the slowdown to result in material falls in property values. Considering the
strong cycle of growth, many home owners have accrued significant equity in their property and have
been mortgage serviceability tested at higher interest rates so should be able to adjust to higher
repayments. A shock which affects incomes would be of much greater concern to home owners and the
government alike.” Mr Goodall said.
“From a broader supply perspective, both the Electricity Authority’s reporting of new connections and
CoreLogic’s tracking of completed new properties estimate that roughly 80% of consented properties go
through to completion and thus add to overall stock levels. Calculations of overall supply being sufficient
for the current population, based on the recent reduction in net migration should therefore be
tempered,” Mr Goodall added.
Visit corelogic.co.nz for the latest property insights and news.
Note:
The CoreLogic HPI uses a rolling three month collection of sales data. This has always been the case and
ensures a large sample of sales data is used to measure value change over time. This does mean the
measure can be less reactive to recent market movements but offers a smooth trend over time.
However, due to having agent and non-agent sales included, the index provides the most comprehensive
measure of property value change over the longer term.
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